To "Greta Tungberg" and all working-class people´s teenagers who eagerly fight to
protect environment.!
First of all, we are against any characters cults and we acknowledge you rather as
protesters ( no like a legendary hero ) who struggle against pollution of the
environment, aginst pollute food and clothing, air, earth and sea and the whole
environment of human life, with this point and perspective we speak to you. Your rise
to defend the environment from any pollution is very valuable and human, but the
first condition for any amount of victorious advance in the struggle for the
environment depends on the insight of the basic cause roots behind environmental
pollution. Because if you do not do that, not only fail but it is deception, it looks like
mislead 5 billion workers all around the world and betraying the future generations
struggle for an environment free of pollution. It´s impossible to claim a fight against
environmental pollution but disregard the seriously harmful and deadly causes
behind that. Indeed, the roots of all destructions and environmental pollutions are
only capital and accumulation cycle of profit. Without any class-struggle against
capital there´s no chance to get rid of all pollutions. The task of this post is a
discussion about this topic. Every time becomes any talking about environmental
pollution, immediately all institutions, governments, press, media and capitalist
internet networks and even any protest movement just focus to concentrate only on
global warming matter in the meantime they just gaze on that, they claim that the
current environmental catastrophe is just limited to global warming and ending there
!! That's just a huge deceit and distracting the public. The danger of global warming
is just one of those terrible tsunamis in history of human life, but its depth and scope
of the disaster is not the same what the institutes and governments have claimed, or
they still do. Even UN has acknowledged that if the Paris Agreement would be
perfectly executed but the earth's heat level will rise more than 3° C, the natural
glaciers will melt, the seas water surface will increase up with 110 cm too, and the
most important is that 680 million people living on the seaside (coastal residents) will
be facing like getting caught in the grip of death, more than 30 billion tons of carbonic
gas will be released and added to the current volume of pollutions each year. All
these happen right now and of course rainwater, groundwater and seawater will
become acidic, coral reefs (lung Seas), fishes and the whole aquatically lifestyle will
be ending in extinction. Decomposed soil and lead metal, cadmium, arsenic mercury,
nickel, aluminium will unfortunately be released and in the process of soil
mineralization resulting in an outburst of epidemic diseases, genetic disorder,
cancers and deadly respiratory illness and other environmental & humane disasters.
All of this on a scary scale is a truth, but all of these are just (in best situation) a
small component of environmental Holocaust disaster. The dimensions of these
disasters are incredible high that all organic foundations of our existence have
already buried. All foods, fruits, vegetables, breathing air, residential buildings, lands
and streets, plains and deserts, seas, forests and rivers, medicine and treatment
facilities etc. all of them are under the most horrifying anti-environmental onslaught
which is deadly destructive.
Look at the facts:
Every decade after the second imperialist worldwide war has happened 5 or 6
atomic accident, Mayak explosion in Russia, fire and release of radioactive
substances in the British nuclear reactors, explosion in the US nuclear facilities in
Harrisburg, the Chernobyl explosion and the Fukushima incidents which are among
the dreadful unforgettable ones. It's not just about these disasters but the production
of raw materials for radioactive bullions which deadly threat all workers lives and

healths. Radioactive which is greatly dangerous threat to human life, although even
after thousand years these wastes would have been deeply buried at a depth of a
thousand kilometers but their radioactive radiation still will be remained. To extract
uranium capitalists, excavate lands, mountains and plains while nature, human
environment and animals are exposed to radioactive radiations. These abandoned
places & locations are not protectable. Indeed, radioactive distribution and diffusion
is a very security secret of capital !!, which pollute deadly the worlds seas & rivers
and even the underground water resources. The Baltic sea is infected from the most
radioactive in the world but however the countries which are involved in Baltic sea
like Sweden, Germany, Denmark, Finland and France which considerably claim to
be the pioneers of the environmental reforms. In Sabalan in Iran, the uranium drilling
rigs has caused a cancer epidemic and the radioactive particles of drinking water
has been increased by seven times. The extreme electronic development and the
needs of batteries with high level storage capacities, increasing exponentially of
electric cars include electrically conductive and formable metals. These metals such
as beryllium (Be), strontium (Sr), radium (Ra) have low melting point and are
seriously very toxic. These are very harmfully dangerous for nature, living species
and human life. All of these are killing the workers but of course providing to increase
galactic capital gains. According to report from World Wildlife Fund For Nature
(WWF) that says over the past 4 decades 60% of wildlife from mammals to aquatics
and poultries have been destroyed, the number of Latin American vertebrates has
decreased by 89%, aquatic organisms in freshwater got lessened by 83%, the
number of insects in Europe decreased to 20% over the past three decades lower
than the former level. Eleven important forest areas of the world have been
disappeared. Amazon, the Congo's rivers in area, Sumatra and Borneo in east Asia
are among them. The WWF says also the exterminations of species and wildlife is
between 100-1000 times hastier than the past. The UN claims that extinction of one
million plant & animal species are imminent in the whole world too. From year 2015
onwards the total of plant & animal species is calculated approx. 8 million all around
the world, which conforming the mentioned report that one eight of these species are
seriously at risk of extinction. All these disasters are caused by mechanism of capital
profitability and accumulation cycle. Apparently agricultural crops used to be as
usual, but its mineral contents have been differed extremely during a short period of
time. The workers even if would have access to foods, but still food shortages like a
catastrophe threat them and their families in a corrupted dark world there capital
growth accumulation transforms the human life's cells into capital gains which's been
a precondition of survival of capitalism. No capitalist does consent that cultivation &
harvesting of agricultural crops without a maximum use of all types of phosphorus
fertilizers or fatal substances and toxins which causes diseases and killing pesticides
or would invest any finances for profitability and capital gains. That's the matter of
cause which prevents the vital minerals like vitamins, zinc, copper, iron and selenium
to reach into plants and agricultural crops. 74% of the workers ‘population in the
world are suffering from the lack of A vitamin, 50% of them despite the use of
nutritional supplements they still have a lack of magnesium and calcium. Decline of
needed vitamins such (C) 25%, (A) 34%, (E) 60% and (D) 70% diseases and dead
threat a huge crowd of workers population worldwide. An English institution says that
the reducing important ingredients in potatoes, sugar beet, Summer Crops,
strawberries and grapes are horrible scary, because of reducing of main mineral
items like magnesium with 46%, calcium 76% and copper 59% in those agricultural
productions content. With use of technical materials (Processing Aids) contains of

hundreds of substances to extend the life span, the change of colour, odour, aroma
and taste of foods for low costs production and profitable sales. The same material in
the preparation of medicine supplies, cosmetics, shampoo and soaps are used.
Thousands of substances are also added to foods too. Blending 8 types of chemicals
to strawberry, ice cream and other creams. All of these are killer of human life and
also creating ascending profits for capital, of course. With these substances which
creates allergies, asthma, eczema and the negative changes of skin (urticaria) etc...
these all are transformed into human life, (carmine) which is an attractive and
captivating red colour substance used in candies, syrups and pastries which lead to
increase sale rate of them , would cause a serious lack of sleep called insomnia,
ADHD, the harmful effects on fetus and aggressive reactions. The sweeteners
Sorbitol which used in chewing gum causes intestinal problems like intestinal
infection, brain diseases, muscle cramps, aggression and depression. The majority
of these substances in the form of chemical synthesis get produced as soon as
possible enters the human bodies so starting to harm the useful vital enzymes of
liver. Another substance that get added in the production process of needful
commodities of the people's daily food is phosphorus compounds. Phosphorus is an
important element in human body which more than needed increase get absorbed by
the body, would be very harmful. phosphorus which becomes used for canning,
souring the taste of food or like a stabilizer being used by the markets and capital for
most huge profits. Destructive effects of excess consumption for phosphorus
compound is increasing and becomes the subject of shocking reports every day.
Johns Hopkins university researchers and Alabama on 9700 people's bodies during
15 years says that increase in mortality is directly related with amount of absorbed
phosphorus in the human body. Heart disease, decreased kidneys function capacity
are among the side effects of high consumption of phosphorus. The researches
prove that 72% of frozen foods have a huge amount of phosphate, 70% of semiprepared foods like Chili, Taco and Chips including a lot of types of phosphorus
compounds, also 57% of American machine-made breads contains a lot of added
phosphate. The phosphate plays a role such as yeast and by adding it into fast
production of bread costs minimum labour-force for capital which increase highly
capital profits in meantime. The capitalists, for avoidance of the costs incurred by
pest infestation and prevention of less of profits so they continue to use more
pesticides. By doing this they extremely not only minimize the costs of reproduction
even reducing and minimizing losses and wastes too. By resorting to pesticides as a
vital component and integral part of value-added cycle into capital in the agricultural
productions system and an important condition to gain most surplus value. The use
of pesticides by capital which causes the insects, rodents, weeds, fungus, bacteria,
worms, parasites, even spiders and birds get seriously harmed and fall into
extinction. The pesticides that used to be use by capitalists are two categories, the
first one must be protecting, increased fruiting of plants and extending the products
lifespan. Another category gets used to be preserving textiles, wood, clothing,
footwear, tents and water sediments in the filtration, boats and ships (Ecological
Stability). Much of this toxin will still be remained in the plant’s fat layer, fruits and
plants. The DDT and the similar ones have the same affection. It's important to be
aware about that from every ten grape, berries, citrus, apples, pears and bananas,
nine of them have the same toxic substances and being pathogenic. The interactions
of these anti-bio pesticides used by capitalists in the produced commodities (Cocktail
Effect) on each other and complications of these toxins for alive creatures, wildlife
including humans is an extremely terrifying subject. Capital, with the aim of reducing

product waste and achieving the highest profits rate, just like that only get used 51
different toxins in planting grapes. (Chlormequat) is one of these toxins that its
destructive effects on hormones of sexual organs is well known. These toxins get
saved in the trunk of trees and surviving in years, from them being transferred into
fruits and then into human body. The capitalists utilize 41 toxins for citrus cultivation.
Among these toxins (Imazalil) is extremely cancerous, complications of infertility and
hormonal changes it has too. These toxins become stored in in citrus skin and even
in fruitflesh. The pesticides being used by capital to decrease wastes of apples is
more than 41 substances. (Carbendazim) One of these that's used and cancerous,
hormonal changes and fetal complications though so minor, and infiltrates the trees
from the stem, leaves into fruits. The number of pesticides which being used for
pearl is 27 and one of them is (Tiabendazole) that is absolutely cancerous and
causes goiter hormone changes. Banana plantation workers and their families
become target in a terrible, anti-human way by these toxins. The kids of these
workers and pregnant women with live fetuses that with the influx of these diseases
one after the other get killed. The danger is so tremendous that even the global
institutions of capital such as WHO is even unable to deny. The use of anti-bio
pesticides increases resistance power of the bacterias, fungus, weeds and even
mouses. The biocides such as other hormonal drugs not only cause disorders any
organs of consumers of capitalist products and food stuffs, but also their increase in
nature especially with long-lived cause disorder in all living things. The state
institution of capital in Europe called European Food and Safety Authority (EFSA)
that's where they are granting licenses for the production and operation of pesticides
killing people and increase capital gains. The food production centers where that
transfer substances with a specific genetic code into the bodies which decompose
the basis of human genetics and infect them with unknown diseases and becomes
worse every day. The multi-billion years old living nature get destroyed by capital
and the capitalist profitabilities cycle. There is a complex organ in the body of living
creatures which plays the role of the brain to produce protein which calls DNA. A part
of DNA called genes which has codes of all proteins. The creatures have different
genes but all of them got built from four molecules. Therefore, it's possible to transfer
the genes between different creatures but man isn't aware totally from side effects of
this transition. For ex. we know that by transmitting the bacterial gene of anti-insect
into corn which strengthens the corn against pests. The aim of GMO (Genetic
Modified Organism) is increasing the nutritional potential of crops and livestock,
developing resistance to bacteria and fungi, pests and all of these because of lower
production costs, creating new markets, compete with similar goods, work-force
reduction and finally increase capital profitablities . The onslaught of capital in this
, area is world-shaking scary, the area that witnesses the most devastating genocide
like the civilized killing of humans!! that's for capital is the important key to
survival.The giants like Science Syngenta, Bayer Crop, Monsanto and ISAAA which
have the task of engineering human thoughts and marketing for capital, and also
Service For The Acquisition Of Agri-Biotech Applications International doing the
same. An organization that introduce itself as an independent scientific
institution.Even the approach of the capitalists to GMO has sped up the process of
capital accumulation. With forcing the owners of small farms to sell their lands an d
attaching those farms to the property of the capitalists and adding them into the
capital profitability cycle. The cradle of birth and growth of this was in USA. Under
the Bush´s father and son, the laws were enacted which were allowing the
companies owning GMO´s products that by scarifying the lives of many people in a

very wild way to maximize the speed rate of earn and gain as well as accumulate
profits more and more. According to existing rules, the capitalists of GMO is not
required to do research at the molecular level and reporting to the relevant
institutions. No one except the managers, partners, responsible authorities and
entities in charge at companies, couldn't be allowed to be informed about how it
works. Furthermore, the transferred genes may in the long run bring the different
results that before was unforeseen, because the production in small scale with a no competitor gene of sterilized laboratory place is entirely different from the mass
production centers which is full of different or similar genes. The pest began from
USA but other great giant companies such European Bayer, Chinese and Japanese
entering the competition markets in the following. The great companies for genetic
technique are the owners of the discovered genes and by the law of " Technology
Protection System " through the applied technique sterilize seed sown, GMO. The
landlords, the farmers for next planting recourse to purchase fresh seeds from the
gene production companies. This one is just one of the important causes of the
bankruptcy of the millions of small farmers in Africa, Latin America, China and India
The wind & air, until before the plague of capitalism, were the vital phenomenons of
life used by humans for a long time. With expansion of capitalism the mortality due to
air pollution were increased around the world. The mortality that wasn't satisfied with
death of children, the elder and patients with heart pulmonary diseases, it was
threatening humanity to destruction and still does more and more every day. The
sulfur and nitrogen oxide causes by fossil fuels in combination with humidity creates
the acid that causes eyes irritation. These aides through breathing are transferred
into blood and other organs of body, and of course will bring along the serious
complications. Other pollutants like sulfur particles, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, carbon particles, aluminum, cadmium, quicksilver, carcinogenic
substances, poly aromatics, phthalates, radioactivity, bacterias and fungus which
become generated within the process of capitalist production and capital
accumulation system which has created an explosive atmosphere by air pollution
disasters. All these conventional altogether precludes healthy vision and causes
pulmonary diseases and others. The destructive effects of air pollution on human
health, and the role of these contaminants to create illnesses like lung infections,
respiratory tract (Lung Disease), stroke, lung cancer and heart diseases ...etc. The
break-out of these diseases in recent years has been expanding along the global
invasion of capitalism in all aspects of human life, and it's been a long time that
diseases like memory deterioration (Dementia), alzheimer, parkinson, and also
neurological diseases has been included to them too. Before there was talk of traffic
smoke and factories gases, nowadays the minor particles in air like heavy metals,
carbon particles, nanoparticles of rubber and asphalt, sand particles and dust
caused by swampland drying, and drying of the rivers been added too. All these
deadly and pathogenic particles are totally inevitable results of the productive
relation of capital, and its accumulation cycle. Other than the aforementioned
diseases, some other one like brain degeneration (Degenerative Brain Disease)
must be named too.
Dear " Greta”! and all loved ones who are eagerly active in a fight against all
environmental pollution!!
What we said above it's just a drop of deep sea. The volume of lethal environmental
contaminations as much as all the whole of the worlds seas, lands, and onshore, the

diameter of atmosohere, work and production centers, residential & non-residential
areas, in products & artifacts and facilities, food & clothing and livelihood and
everything which related to humans life. The question is that what and where the
roots of all these calamities and disasters are? The answer is completely clear. The
first cause and the main roots for all these miserly disasters is capitalism. Do you
think that capital could has refused to create a hell world full of disasters for 5 billion
workers worldwide!!! The logical answer is absolutely negative. If capital and its
profitability cycle has burned the Amazon jungles, Iran's, Sumatra, Congo, Ghana
and Ivory Coast, if it has destroyed 120 thousand square kilometers in a minute so it
has nothing to do with mismanagement, lack of planning, unplanned policies or
uninformed or ignorance of the owners of capital. The deforestation and distructions
of jungles are the permanent need of the profitability of the capital and the desired
increase in profits. If the huge giant companies belong to capital could do anything
like the projects of Uranium enrichment to set up nuclear power plants is because of
reducing production costs so low and increase the profits curve. It's capital which
contaminate cultivation, planting and harvesting of edible products with the most
deadly toxins, because by doing this it does reduce the production and supply costs,
increase the longevity of goods, cheaper cost of bookkeeping goods and staffs while
increase its galactic profitabilities in process. Capital poisons everything, from livable
places to residents, kitchenware, footwear and clothing, drugs and medical supplies
and all of our livelihood needs and converts everything into its profit. The water is
poisoned and full of plastic and scrap and, wastes. Casting industrial wastewater into
the seas, because waste disposal with less contaminations can increase production
and distribution costs while decrease the profit rate. The production of capitalism is
the production for profit and self-expansion of capital. Indeed, capital is ruling over
the world. In this productive relation the human means nothing for that but
profitability everything. The capitalism has been like this since the beginning, but
every day is declining and more deadly. The hidden secret of capitalism's decline is
also in nature of capital and the growth of capitalism in each step accompanied by
the further growth of the organic composition of capital. A process that drives down
profit rates and makes crises inevitable. Capital by its nature goes all the possible
way to challenge of reducing profit rates and confronting crises as it stands. Reduce
production costs at any price which is the destruction of human life could be one
those importance’s. As long as there's capitalism the environmental pollution and
spreading outburst is unavoidable. The way to fight environmental pollutions caused
by capitalism only must be crossed through an anti-capitalist front. In order to reduce
any amount of environmental disasters which has been inflicted against human life
we must fight strongly against the existence of capital. The important question is how
this class war will be done? The real way of this anti-capitalist war and struggle is not
be running around in the streets, it's not sit-down in front of the executive centers of
capitalism, or sit-up in front of or hang on to the government and parliament of
capitalists, it's not to be busy with chanting, vegetarianism and choosing a boat
instead of a plane for traveling or even the boycott of buying this or that
merchandise. The war against the environmental disasters of capitalism is a war on
the ground that is real and a class war against capital. For this class-war against
capital it will take a class-struggle of working-class, a power beyond the power of
capitalism, and only the working masses of the world used to have such power. This
power of working masses has to be organized global, the anti-capitalist organized
council , demanding stop unnecessary production, all contaminants and materials
which pollute our lives and livelihood, sea, foods, clothing, utensil, constructions,

planting and harvesting of agricultural products, process of production, maintenance
and circulation of goods, demanding for prohibition of dam constructions, burning of
jungles and deforestation, calls for all these demands. The struggle to fulfil these
demands is one of the other fronts of the war against capital. Of course, capital will
not accept these demands by no means and under no circumstances. Whatever will
happen that is a real class war, between the workers of the world and the capitalist
system. We workers, the working-class have all the needed power to win this class
war. The working class can, in a blink, disrupt the cycle of capitalist production
worldwide. It can bring workers and their historical ability of class-struggle into a
global organized council movement and acting against capital. In this war, every
aspect of our victorious advance will be forcing capital to stop from polluting any part
of our living environment & livelihoods. The human environment will only be
completely refined and purified of any pollutions when the working class of the world
will abolish the wage-slavery system by an organized council struggle and will
become dominant over the fate and the result of work and production. Abolition of
wage labour and production for profitability & capital and replacing all these with
production for a real physical & intellectual excellent welfare for humans. Let's raise
the glorious banner of our anti-capital class-struggle worldwide.
Sept. 2019
The anti-capitalist workers of Iran

